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Stretches for muscles that overlap the knee joint. Tightness in these areas can cause knee pain or
weakness. Never perform a stretch that causes pain to worsen in the knee.
1. Figure 4 Stretch -Lie on back and cross legs in a figure 4 position. Bend one leg with foot flat on the
ground, and bring the opposite leg across that leg it looks sort of like the number 4. Bring legs towards
chest. Hold for 20-30 seconds. Repeat as needed.

2. Standing Bent Knee Stretch-Standing upright, bring leg up into quad
stretch, but pull back slightly, hold for 20-30 seconds. Switch legs. *(Do
not attempt this stretch if you’ve had surgery/injury on knee).

3. Ballet Feet -Sitting down on chair, extend one leg out, and flex the foot out
and point the foot down while keeping leg extended out. Do this motion
repeatedly for up to 20 seconds. Switch legs.
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Foam roller leg/knee stretches – do not roll across the joint or bone, roll only the length of
the muscle. Additionally, take these recommendations while foam rolling:
•

You can complete foam rolling BEFORE your workout to help warm-up the muscles. You can also
roll after your workout.

• Use a foam roller that is stiff, not overused or flat. I recommend this one: 3’ long 6” round
•

When rolling, roll slowly. Once you find an area that is tender or knotted, STOP and HOLD for at
least 30 seconds to work out that muscle. This is one of the most important steps.
Complete the above step 3-5 times.

•
•
4. Foam roller for adductors – (a) Lie on ground on stomach, put foam roller underneath medial (inside)
part of the knee. Keep the foam roller on the knee the whole time while slightly extending and bending the
leg laterally and medially (side to side). Repeat for several seconds and then (b) change the direction of the
foam roller and guide your hip-adductors forward and back from your groin to your knee.

(a)

(b)
5. Iliotibial (IT) Band - Lay on your side holding yourself up with
your forearm and the foam roller underneath your IT band. Cross
your other leg over with your foot planted. Guide your leg from the
side of your knee up to the side of your hip. To apply more pressure,
place your planted foot on top of your other foot.
6. Quadriceps - Lay flat on your stomach and place the foam
roller underneath your quadriceps muscles just above the
knees. Hold yourself parallel to the floor with your forearms.
Use your arms to pull forward and to pull backwards rolling
from just above your knee to mid-hip. Lift your feet up to apply more pressure to your quadriceps.
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7. Calves - Put the roller under a calf. Stack ankles to add pressure. Roll from the ankle to below the knee.
Rotate the leg in, then out.

	
  

